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Launch of CIPSEC project aiming to enhance Critical Infrastructure protection  
Unified security framework offering high levels of protection for                    

Information and Operational Technology environments 

 

Madrid, 12th September, 2016. 

Atos, international leader in digital services, coordinates a Consortium comprising thirteen partners for the 
implementation of CIPSEC project, that stands for “enhancing Critical Infrastructure Protection with innovative 
SECurity framework”, a three-year multi-disciplinary innovation action co-funded by the European Commission 
under the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) theme of the H2020 programme. CIPSEC is 
framed within Work Programme 2014 – 2015, and belongs to the DS-3-2015 call: The role of ICT in Critical 
Infrastructure Protection.  

CIPSEC intends to create a unified security framework that orchestrates state-of-the-art heterogeneous 
security products to offer high levels of protection for Critical Infrastructures (CI). As part of this framework, 
CIPSEC will offer a complete security ecosystem of additional services: vulnerability tests and 
recommendations, CI technical training courses, public-private partnerships for advanced contingency plans, 
forensic analysis, preliminary certification, and protection against cascading effects. 

CI networks undergo nowadays significant overlapping between their Information and Operational Technology 
environments due to the increased networking capabilities that concurrently exposed them to a skyrocketing 
range of potential attacks. Therefore, a double requirement arises to set up a trustworthy CI system ready to 
collect and process input from distinct sources and to provide a security ecosystem that goes beyond the 
borders of a single CI. Ability to easily integrate heterogeneous security platforms and components is also a 
must. 

CIPSEC approach handles CIs as comprehensive entities requiring entire solutions but deploys a flexible and 
unified security framework capable to orchestrate diverse cutting-edge technologies created by different 
providers and experts on ICT security and network management. 

Assessment of the developed solution will be conducted under real conditions and infrastructures, to measure 
the improvements introduced by CIPSEC on three different CI domains: transportation, health and environment 
monitoring. 

Alicia García, Director of Atos Research & Innovation said: “from the acknowledgement that harmonization 
between CI security solutions and standards underpins the quality of the planned outcomes, CIPSEC evolves 
market security products with innovative research enhancements and aligns its assets with current security 
standards and regulations, whereas promoting collaboration and communication between stakeholders”. 

To sum up, with the Internet enabled distribution of services and components, CIs are no longer isolated 
entities, so their security is jeopardized by multiple factors which frequently reside outside their borders. The 
shortage of an overall security ecosystem, which could provide means, tools, and practices to enable 
stakeholders for cooperation, leaves everyone vulnerable and alone against intricate attacks with cascading 
effect that can harm multiple CIs. Investing in CI protection will not only support public safety and citizen 
welfare, but it will boost economy. CIPSEC will create business opportunities through delivery of strategies and 
methodologies for detecting anomalies, assessing criticalities, and developing self-healing mechanisms for CI. 

 

CIPSEC started in May 2016, coordinated by Atos Spain SA and with partners Aegis IT Research LTD (UK), 
Bitdefender SRL (Romania), Comsec Limited (Israel), Consorzio per il Sistema Informativo (CSI Piemonte) 
(Italy), Deutsche Bahn Netz AG (Germany), Empelor GMBH (Switzerland), Foundation for Research and 
Technology Hellas (Greece), Hospital Clinic i Provincial de Barcelona (Spain), Technische Universität 
Darmstadt (Germany), Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya (Spain), University of Patras (Greece), and 
Worldsensing Limited (UK). 
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